Data Sheet: Security First Solutions

Security First Solutions
Bringing enterprise-level security awareness education to organizations of all sizes.
As the most award-winning security awareness company of 2018, Inspired eLearning offers Security First Solutions to
deliver enterprise-level security awareness education and anti-phishing simulations to organizations of all sizes.
Security First Solutions delivers assessments, training, and phishing simulations through an integrated learning path.
Powered by new automation capabilities, Inspired eLearning has built 15+ years of enterprise cybersecurity expertise into
three off-the-shelf solutions to help businesses of any size or experience create a culture of security awareness.
The award-winning content featured in each Security First Solution has been developed to teach users to keep security top
of mind in everything they do and to make them feel empowered to be the best defense for their company’s cybersecurity
risks. Choose from Select, Preferred or Elite packages to fit your organization’s needs.

Security First Solutions
Security First Select
Built for the time and budget-conscious, focusing on your organization’s most immediate security
awareness threats. Includes a curated learning path to deliver up to 12 months of security
awareness education.

Security First Preferred
Designed to enhance your organization’s security posture, this solution includes Security First initiatives
to drive behavioral change. It includes a curated learning path to deliver 12 months of security
awareness education.

Security First Preferred
The complete blueprint for a Security First organization. With Security First Elite, customers receive complete
access to Inspired eLearning’s award-winning content and tools, available off-the-shelf or custom fit. This is
the go-to option for organizations that demand a Security First culture and behavior. Includes a curated
learning path to deliver up to 24 months of up-to-date threat landscape content for non-repetitive teaching.

Value Added Benefi ts
Cybersecurity Quotient (CyQ)
A security awareness assessment test, consisting of 10 multiple-choice questions that generates a Knowledge
Gap Report. This shows how your organization scored across various security awareness topics such as:
password management, malware, phishing, and social media security.
Integrated Learning Paths
To reduce the operational burden of running a security awareness program, each Security First Solution
offers expertly curated training programs and phishing simulations for your organization. Once your user
has completed a course, our Integrated Learning Paths will automatically enroll them into the next course.
Inspired Security Value
Inspired eLearning utilizes the Inspired Security Value (ISV) to show training effectiveness as well as user
progress throughout their security awareness training. An industry first, ISV is an 8-vector measurement
system designed by Inspired eLearning Cybersecurity and Instructional Design experts.
Dashboard
Included in every Security First Package is a central hub depicting high-level reporting of CyQ scoring over
time, Learning Path Progress (through ISV), and your Phishing Preparedness Score. The dashboard also
updates you with the latest announcements and provides access to your training and phishing simulations.
PhishProof™
Test your employees’ susceptibility to phishing, SMiShing, vishing, and USB baiting. With scheduled
campaigns, scheduled randomization, and auto-enrollment for reinforcement, phishing education has never
been easier.
With PhishHook for Microsoft Outlook, your team can flag suspicious messages right in their inbox.
iLMS
The Inspired eLearning Learning Management System tracks user progress with industry-leading analytics,
phishing preparedness scores, and sends registration reminders and enrollment emails. Combined with the
new metrics on the dashboard, you’ll be able to fully calculate the ROI of your security awareness program.
Mobile App – Your employees can train anytime, anywhere, and on their own schedule. Users can download
courses to complete when they’re on the go.

About Inspired eLearning
Named an Inc. 5000 company for the 5th year in a row, Inspired eLearning delivers the highest quality educational
products to transform corporate culture, nurture and enhance workforce skills, and deliver maximum ROI for the
corporate education budget.
Inspired eLearning offers Security Awareness and Compliance solutions that include Security First Solutions, CyQ
Cybersecurity Assessment tool, PhishProof™ phishing assessment software, content integration, and a fully hosted
web-based eLearning course delivery and tracking system using the iLMS (Inspired eLearning Management System).
Contact Inspired eLearning today to learn more about Security First Solutions, PhishProof™ and HR & Compliance
offerings. Contact us at sales@inspiredelearning.com or call us at 800.631.2078.
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